C O M PA N Y
PROFILE

An experienced supplier
In 20 years, have become one of the leading
manufacturers in Europe. With over 95% of their
output exported abroad, they aim to rank among the
top 10 European players in the market.

A genuine garden buildings
manufacturer
An experienced, clearly structured business with 3

©

✓ An experienced supplier
✓ Unparalleled quality

✓ FSC - Certified scandinavian wood
✓ Sophisticated product design
✓ Sustainable partnership

✓ Meeting our commitments

✓ Genuine garden buildings manufacturer
✓ Flexbility of supply

All photos in this brochure are for illustrative
purposes only. We reserve the right to change
the featured cabin designs without prior notice.
All dimensions shown are approximate.
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< All 70mm cabins
come with improved
window and door
hardware for
2017

manufacturing plants organised according to
specialisation. The main plant manufactures
standard buildings and cabins in large
series. The second production unit supplies it with
most of our joinery needs. Finally, the third plant
is specialised in, and dedicated to, the manufacture
of standard holiday cabins in 58 mm, 70 mm or 92
mm proﬁles. They make over 20,000 cabins a yr,
by combining our total mastery of traditional
manufacturing techniques with modern and efﬁcient
high-tech processes.

Sophisticated product design
Inspired by the outdoor spirit, the range of cabins
offers user-friendly, functional advantages, in
either a classic or contemporary style.
What's more, the expert skills of their designers &
technical draughtsmen make an ideal partner for
the development of your personalised projects.

Sustainable partnerships
The privileged partnerships with its customers

Unparalleled quality
To fully satisfy its customers, they have set up a
quality management system that complies with
ISO standard 9001. What's more, the cabins come
with a 2- or 5-year warranty (subject to the terms
of our general sales conditions).

FSC©-Certified, Scandinavian wood
Our cabins are manufactured using Nordic spruce
wood. We have chosen this wood of Scandinavian
origin for its natural hardiness, long life span,
structural resistance and aesthetic appearance,
brought about by the very slow growth of the trees,
due to the very long, harsh winters.
Respect for the environment is our priority, we have
therefore made the responsible choice to use wood
obtained from forests managed in accordance
with FSC® rules (Forest Stewardship Council.).

are based on the search for joint commercial
beneﬁts in the long term. In order to meet the
customers' needs and respond to the developments
in its market, our company constantly strives to
improve and perfect its work.

Flexibility of supply
Our sales team is renowned for its availability and
responsiveness. It is willing and able to help you find
solutions and adapt to last-minute changes and
special requests.

Meeting our commitments
We make every endeavour to stick to our
commitments to our customers and supply you with
the required product on time. We can make speedy
deliveries thanks to our coverage of the main
European countries. Yet another reason why we
should work together.
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